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Report Overview 
The ability to predict future bandwidth consumption requirements remains one of the greatest 
challenges facing broadband operators, as the number of devices and the applications they 
support, continue to multiply.  To overcome this challenge, operators are looking towards 
network migration strategies that will ensure their customers have sufficient bandwidth to support 
both current and future applications.  Although a variety of ultra-broadband solutions are 
available across both copper and fiber-based networks; operators are rapidly transitioning 
towards an all fiber network. 

While the deployment of Fiber-to-the-Home has been the choice of forward-thinking operators 
for nearly 20 years – the growth in streaming video and smart applications (car, home, health, 
city, etc.) are causing more operators than ever before, to embrace these technologies for their 
networks.  In addition, the bandwidth, latency and the densification requirements of the 5G 
network, are sending a clear message to operators that the time is now for FTTH. 

Key characteristics that are attracting operators to these next-generation PON solutions include 
the ability to offer a converged network for both residential and business services, support for 
multi-gigabit residential broadband along with the ability to re-use many portion of their existing 
optical distribution network (ODN).  However, there is great concern regarding the coexistence 
and migration from the existing network to the new network. 

However, unlike previous PON networks – which primarily served residential customers; the variety 
of applications that can be supported with 10G PON has opened up new market segments could 
help ease cost concerns for operators.  As such, many operators are initially targeting the high-
value business/enterprise segments for their early deployments to achieve a faster ROI.  Finally, a 
number of vendors are offering flexible optics that allows a 10G PON OLT to utilize multiple types 
of optical transceivers to achieve best cost alignment and ease cost concerns.  Finally, vendors 
are also introducing innovative solutions to over-come the “interoperability” concern, helping to 
accelerate time to market for new product introduction. 
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Broadbandtrends’ Global Service Provider 10G PON Deployment Strategies survey analyzes the 
results from interviews with 45 incumbent and competitive operators in all major regions, about 
their plans and deployment strategies for 10G PON.  The report provides a global overview of the 
results as well as commentary on any notable regional differences found in the results. 

 

Key Questions Answered in this study includes the following: 

 What are operator timelines for the deployment of 10G PON? 
 Which 10G PON technology will be deployed and which market segments will it serve? 
 What are the key drivers for deployment of 10G PON technology? 
 What are the top challenges/concerns related to the deployment of10G PON 

technology? 
 Which services will be deployed via 10G PON? 
 What is the timeframe for residential 10G PON deployment? 
 What multi-gigabit speeds will operators offer in the residential market? 
 Which 10G PON migration path will operators take? 
 What is their timeframe to migrate to NG-PON2? 
 How important is Nx10G Wavelengths for NG-PON2 
 When do operators expect to need greater than 10GPON solutions? 
 What is the top factor influencing operator vendor selection for 10G PON 

 
This Report is 25-pages in length with (18) Figures and (1) Table is available with special pricing 
through November 30, 2019 for $1295(USD).  To order this report, please contact us at 
540.725.9774 or via email at mailto:sales@broadbandtrends.com. Additionally, this report may be 
purchased online at www.broadbandtrends.com/reports 

mailto:sales@broadbandtrends.com
http://www.broadbandtrends.com/reports
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About Broadbandtrends LLC 
Broadbandtrends LLC is an independent market analysis and consulting firm specializing in the 
coverage of service provider transformation activity across the network, business and services 
segments. In addition, Broadbandtrends offers unparalleled coverage on the growing impact of 
broadband on the digital economy. 

Broadband specific coverage is focused on the ubiquitous connectivity of ultra-broadband 
(both fixed and mobile) infrastructure, services and regulation; Connected Home, 
Multiscreen/OTT video, Smart Cities and IoT. Our goal is to provide unbiased, accurate and 
dependable research that will help drive tangible results for our clients. 

For more information about our services and experience, please visit 
www.broadbandtrends.com. 
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